ABSTRACT. If V is a Lyapunov function of an equation du/dt u' Zu in a Banach space then asymptotic stability of an equilibrium point may be easily proved if it is known that sup(V') < 0 on sufficiently small spheres centered at the equilibrium point. In this paper weak asymptotic stability is proved for a bounded infinitesimal generator Z under a weaker assumption V' < 0 (which alone implies ordinary stability only) if some observability condition, involving Z and the Frechet derivative of V', is satisfied. The proof is based on an extension of LaSalle's invariance principle, which yields convergence in a weak topology and uses a strongly continuous Lyapunov funcdon. The theory is illustrated with an example of an integro-differential equation of interest in the theory of chemical processes. In this case strong asymptotic stability is deduced from the weak one and explicit sufficient conditions for stability are given. In the case of a normal infinitesimal generator Z in a Hilbert space, strong asymptotic stability is proved under the following assumptions Z* + Z is weakly negative definite and Ker Z 0 }. The proof is based on spectral theory.
A well-known theorem of A. M. Lyapunov see 4 or 11 for example, asserts that zero in R is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of an evolution equation where ot 0, +o,, ---> 0, +,,o or(x) > 0 for x > 0 and ct(0) 0, see also remarks and papers quoted in 18 ) . If V(x)
x lGx ), where G is a symmetric operator, then the above inequality means strict negative definiteness of the operator Z*G + GZ, where Z* is the adjoint of Z. One is compelled to use assumptions as this by the fact that bounded sets in a Banach space are precompact if and only if the space is finite-dimensional, see 7 However, if one manages to find a Lyapunov function that satisfies a weaker condition V'(x)=(ZxlOV(x)) > 0 for x 0 (1.4) then Lyapunov's theory yields only ordinary stability even in the finite-dimensional case 4].
Essential information on asymptotic behavior of solutions under (1.4) is given in LaSalle's invariance principle, see 13] , according to which all the solutions converge to the maximal invariant subset M of R x V'(x) 0 }. Today this principle is a standard tool of investigation of asymptotic stability in Banach spaces, see is equivalent to observability of the pair (Z, OV' ), observability is explained at the beginning of Section 3 ). This idea proved fruitful in theory of retarded differential equations, see 2 1, 3 Strong compactness of trajectories is characteristic for wave equations, functional differential equations and parabolic equations. This is related with the fact that the generators are unbounded and in this aspect bounded generators, with weak damping, are not easier to treat than unbounded ones if compactness of the resolvent is lost then only weak asymptotic stability may be obtained. However, strong asymptotic stability may be easily deduced from the weak one if strong compactness of trajectories may be proved independently of compactness of the resolvent. [21] that exponential weak asymptotic stability implies exponential strong stability (the adjective exponential is omitted in [21] Lyapunov function. Then u(t) I1 < V(u(t) < V(u(0) < + since V'(u(t) < 0 by (2.5) and weak negative definiteness f Z*G + GZ, so u(t) is bounded. All the other assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are also atisfied hence wtols(u) is a non-empty and we',ffdy compact nvariant set. If we01s(u) Ker(Z*G + GZ) then (2.6) follows from (2.3) since wools(u) M by the definition of M and invariance of wools(u) Therefore the proof will be complete if we show that wools(u) Ker(Z*G + GZ).
So, let x w-limn._,,,u(tn) wools(u) Using (2.5) we obtain the following identity
The left-hand side is non-positive by the weak negative definiteness of Z*G + GZ The first term in the right-hand side converges to zero by Lemma (2. is also weakly negative de,hire, then zero is strongly asymptotically stable.
Proof. Since Z is weakly negative definite, then weak stability follows from Theorem 4.1 if we prove that K /(-1)Z* is a simple operator. From Theorem 7.1 ,secdon 7 of 8 it follows that K is simple if Jto.xlZ(X,S)U(s)ds + Jtx.wlZ(S,X)U(s)ds 0 for all x, w [0,11 implies u(s) 0 for all [0,1 ]. Taking w x we obtain that the first term has to be zero, hence the second has to be also zero. The continuity assumption and the requirement z(x,x) # 0 imply that u(s) 0 for all s [0,1], hence /(-1)Z* is simple and weak asymptotic stability is proved. )tOxU(t,s) j'tO,xl/)xz(x,s)u(t,t)do + z(x,x)j'tO.xl/9,tu(t, oMo.
Therefore zero in L2( [0,1], C @ L2( [0,1], C is a weakly asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the system by the already proved part on weak stability, hence also in H. Trajectories are bounded in H hence by Sobolev imbedding theorem these are precompact in the strong topology of L2([0,1], C), so they tend to their strong omega-limit sets in the sense of strong topology of L2( [0,1], C ). But the strong omega-limit set is contained in the weak omega-limit set that consist of zero alone. Thus strong asymptotic stability is proved provided the trajectory starts 
